scientific knowledge, flowing from "the free play of free intellects", as an unalloyed good from which all citizens would benefit through the ever-expanding economic opportunities created by science-based innovation. It has been an appealingly non-ideological view of progress, adopted across the political spectrum. As Nobel-prizewinning physicist Leon Lederman put it in 1992: "What's good for American science … is good for America. "
Maybe not. Although Trump supporters are by no means a homo geneous lot, a clever analysis in The New York Times in March showed that they can most reliably be characterized by two attri butes. First, they identify their ancestral heritage as American, rather than any particular ethnic or religious stock. And second, they live in regions of the country that have not only failed to benefit economically from innovation, but have been harmed by it.
Mainstream media analysis of the Trump phenomenon almost never links it to the science and technology policies pursued by the nation since the Second World War. Yet technological revolutions arising from these policies have contributed to more than 40 years of wealth inequality, disappearing middle-class jobs and eviscerated manufacturing communities in the places where support for Trump is strongest. Indeed, economic theory throws aside these millions of people as the inevitable losers in the 'creative destruction' that science catalyses, as if ruined cities and livelihoods are just side effects of the strong medicine of science-based innovation. These people are the cost of the prevailing myth of progress, and, given their core identity as ' Americans' , it is no wonder they are susceptible to Trump's jingoistic populism.
No one remembers Harley Kilgore any more, and it's impossible to know whether his socially oriented vision of science policy might have contributed to a more equitable linking between scientific advance and economic benefit. But it is more than simply ironic that Kilgore's home state of West Virginia -whose per capita income ranks 49th out of the 50 states -is now Trump's strongest supporter.
Having claimed for more than a half a century that science-based innovation would be good for everyone, science advocates and scientists who have benefited so greatly from this line of argument can hardly now say, "Oh, but it's not our fault, these are problems of trade and labour and economic policy". WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
